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Abstract: One of the ways to represent a business process graphically is using the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). One of the things defined by the BPMN specification is a textual rule and a correspondent XML Schema for each notational element. However, there are some limitations regarding textual rules of notational elements and their XML Schema. For example, the XML Schema of end event element do not have any control to not connect any element after it, which can lead to a modeling issue. This paper introduces an approach to increment the XML Schema in a set of notational elements. The approach considers the BPMN textual rules and compares with the current XML schema, proposed by BPMN. To evaluate the approach, we will develop a prototype, to verify the completeness of the developed XML Schema allows better understanding compared with the current schema and will use mathematical formalism to verify the correctness of this new schema. We expect that our approach facilitate the understanding of business process by users and minimize possible implementation problems (e.g. deadlocks, lack of synchronization, livelocks, etc). Altogether, the results of this research can be interesting for users who want develop the BPM tools.

1 INTRODUCTION

Independently of the application domain, the activities of an organization are related to business processes such as buying products, participating in a public tender, manufacturing automobiles, or treating of patients.

The Business Process Management (BPM) allows the representation and management of its activities. In addition, it provides a set of techniques for the analysis and continuous improvement of organizations’ business process (Weske, 2012), (Dumas et al., 2013) and (WiMC, 1999).

The life cycle of BPM includes the phases of modeling, configuration, implementation, executing and validation of business process (Weber et al., 2009), (Dumas et al., 2012). In particular, BPMN helps in a better documentation and standardization of business processes, as well as to increase efficiency and quality in execution (Thom, 2012).

In the modeling phase, business processes can be represented graphically by the Business Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN). BPMN provides a very large set of notational elements such as activities, events, gateways, etc. Besides BPMN, there are other notations that also allow process modeling such as Event Process Chain (EPC), Activity Diagram of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Petri Nets. However, BPMN is a standard for process modeling, adopted by the Object Management Group (OMG) (BPM, 2013), (Aalst, 2013), (Thom et al., 2009) and used by the majority of vendor’s environment. For this reason, BPMN is the object of study in this paper.

The notational elements of BPMN are encoded in the XML Schema. It is also known as XSD (XML Schema Definition), the official recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for XML document validation, structure definition, content and semantics ¹.

For each notational element, BPMN specification offers a textual rule, a graphical representation and its XML Schema (See Figure 1). However, there is a lack of completeness between the textual rule and the corresponding XML Schema of notational elements. For example, in BPMN specification there is a textual rule defining which in the message flow element must connect elements from different pools, but its
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XML Schema do not represent this textual rule. Other examples:
- In end event element can not be placed any outgoing sequence flow.
- In loop activity, executes the inner activity as long as the loop condition evaluates as true.
- In parallel gateway, this wait for all incoming flow before triggering the flow through its outgoing sequence flows.

In these examples, all XML Schema do not have any code to represent such textual rules. Only there are basic information about the notational element such as name, type, etc.

In BPMN specification, there exists five categories of notational elements: flow objects, data, connecting elements, swimlanes and artifacts. We investigate the elements of these categories, identifying limitations regarding textual rules and respective XML Schema of the notational elements. There are, depending on the notational element, modeling problems such as deadlock, livelock or lack of synchronization as described below:

- **Lack of Synchronization**: happens when parallel flows, which are started with a gateway dividing the flow, do not converge to another gateway which join the flow.
- **Deadlock**: occurs when it is not possible to perform any activity due to a crash in a point of the process.
- **Livelock**: when the process enters an infinite loop, recurrently performing the same activities.

In this context, the main goal of this paper is to report an on-going research that aims to increase the XML Schema completeness, proposed by the BPMN specification, in order to have more adherence to the textual rules described for each notational element. The work occurs based on the analysis of these rules, identifying and implementing those that are not included in the current XML Schema. In addition, the research also aims to create XML Schema variants, containing the textual rules already defined by the BPMN specification (BPM, 2013), and modeling rules suggested by the literature, such as those proposed in (Mendling et al., 2010).

We believe that with our approach users will have a better understanding of the XML Schema of notational elements, from the most complete codification of BPMN.

For the development of the XML Schema completeness of notational elements, we used this methodology:

- Selection of notational elements: definition of a set of notational elements that will have the XML Schema incremented.
- Validation Perspective: definition of validation perspectives. We plan to do a prototype for users interact with the XML code generate from XML Schema, through forms that show a textual rule, the original code and the incremented code. The users will identify the code best represent the textual rule.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the state of art in business process modeling and implementation. Section 3 shows the proposed approach for the XML Schema completeness and perspectives for validation. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

## 2 STATE OF ART

To obtain the state of the art related to modeling and implementation of business process we conducted a systematic literature review using (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). A systematic literature review is a means to identify, assess and interpret research papers available and relevant to a specific research question, a thematic area, or a phenomenon of interest (Kitchenham et al., 2010).

Our aim with the systematic review was to gather a better understanding of modeling and implementation so that we could identify areas for improvement quote (Santos and Thom, 2014).

The systematic literature review occurred in the first semester of 2014. We analyzed the title, keywords and abstract of works considering the period from 2009 until 2014. Our approach focused on the digital libraries:

- ACM Digital Library;
- IEEE Xplore Digital Library;
- Springer Link;
- Google Scholar;
- Author’s page with related publications to BPM area and h-index relevant.

To select the works, we considered “string search” to get it. Terms with quotation marks (" and ") indicates these should be considered the complete term:

1. “business process” AND modeling AND execution;
2. “business process execution” OR “workflow execution”;
From the string search in the digital libraries, adding search in author's BPM page, it reached a set of 350 works.

We performed the analysis with the title and abstract of each article. As result, we selected 30 candidate articles, which the approach was related to the string search. Through the analysis of these articles, 19 were selected as best works to represent the string search. This article, we select the works which represents the results of systematic literature review.

The works studied started on the BPMN specifica-
tion (BPM, 2013). For each notational element, there
exists a textual rule, the graphical representation and
the XML Schema. Figure 1 illustrates an example of
this definition in the BPMN specification. The de-
scribed example shows the exclusive gateway (XOR)
element used for routing the process flow.

From this example, it is possible to note that there
is low consistency between the default XML Schema
of BPMN and the textual rule. There are not some
rules allowed in the XSD, for example, the evaluation
of only a condition which have no corresponding code
in the “XML Schema”. Furthermore, BPMN defines
rules indicating which elements can be connected by
a sequence flow (e.g. a gateway can not connect to
a start event), however, there is no XSD solution to
allow this control.

In (Mendling et al., 2010), was presented a re-
search on the relationships between structured mod-
els and their error probability and understanding. As
a result, seven modeling rules were proposed to guide
users to avoid problems of modeling and understand-
ing business processes models.

In the approach of (Stroppi et al., 2011) was
presented a re-
search on the relationships between structured mod-
els and their error probability and understanding. As
a result, seven modeling rules were proposed to guide
users to avoid problems of modeling and understand-
ing business processes models.

In (Dijkman et al., 2008) is proposed an analy-

sis of business process models, which are mapped to
petri nets in order to identify possible problems such
as deadlock and livelock with the help of some tech-
niques.

Altogether, the studies analyzed aim to verify is-
issues related to modeling problems. Currently, these
works focus on the use of external techniques such as
petri nets to solve these problems, rather than focusing
on improvements directly in the encoding of the
BPMN specification.

### 3 Completeness of XML Schema

In this section we discuss the XML Schema com-
pleteness of notational elements. Initially, we stud-
ied the structure of the XML Schema available in the
BPMN specification version 2.0 (BPM, 2013). We
proposed, then to increase the completeness of the
XML Schema concerns by adapting this schema to
represent conditions and other rules that are missing in the original XML Schema. The adaption follows three phases:

1. Definition of the group of notational elements to be incremented.
2. XML Schema increment to make it more complete regarding the textual rules inherent to each notational element being studied.
3. Definition of possible perspectives of how to validate the XML Schema incremented.

First, we defined the group of notational elements that will be incremented. For this selection, we considered only the basic set of elements defined in the BPMN specification: events, activities and gateways. In this paper, we present the proposal of the exclusive gateway. However, we are also investigating the inclusive gateway (OR) and parallel gateway (AND). We started the investigation on these notational elements because there are studies in the literature that highlight them as the most problematic in terms of user understandability (Kossak et al., 2012), (Figl et al., 2013), (Dehnert and Aalst, 2004) and modeling (Mendling et al., 2010).

Next, we modified the current XML Schema, adding new code to it. We developed a new XML Schema based on the analysis of the textual rules described in the Chapter 13 of the BPMN specification which describes the semantics of the notational elements (BPM, 2013). The change occurs in the XML Schema of the notational element. In (Stroppi et al., 2011) it is proposed a way to modify the XML schema to extend the notational elements. The proposed complete XML Schema is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2a shows the XML Schema suggested for the XOR element (see “Extension code XSD”). The completeness is achieved by adding the <xsd:element> tag. Figure 2b shows the corresponding XML code generated.

The code added, in this example, refers to the textual rule defined in Figure 1 (see “Textual Rule”). This rules says that only one condition evaluates to true. The branch corresponding to this condition receives the token and no other condition is tested. If no condition evaluates to true, the token is passed to the default sequence flow. In case there is no default flow, an exception is generated. The logic used to develop the code shown in “XML code” is (See Figure 2b):

- While the counter true condition is zero (trueConditions == 0):
- If the tested condition is true (condition == true), then the counter true conditions is incremented (trueConditions = 1), otherwise it verifica-
of the proposed XML Schema. The aim of this validation is to verify the reliability and robustness of the proposed schema. The formalism to be applied is being analyzed.
4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an ongoing work regarding the completeness XML Schema of notational elements. The current XML Schema proposed in the BPMN specification does not cover all the defined textual rules, as a result each vendor’s environment implements it in a different way.

Though the BPMN notation should not have restrictions on the XML Schema of notational elements to implement different scenarios of the business process models, the textual rules should be implemented, to reduce the possibility of problems to happen in modeling, such as deadlocks and livelocks.

The completeness XML Schema proposed allows to increase semantic in the schema of notational elements. Textual rules that could be only viewed in the BPMN specification, can now be also viewed in the XML Schema, so that users can have a more adherent schema.

As current work limitation refers to the fact that not all textual rules can be applied. For example, in Figure 1, “Textual Rule” defines that each token arriving in a gateway is sent to exactly one the gateway output streams. This textual rule can not be represented in XML Schema because there is not a tag that can express this rule.

As main contribution, the present work will provide a more adherent XML Schema from textual rules, adding more semantic of the notational elements. Users who plan to develop a new tool for modeling business processes will be using a more accurate XML Schema, reducing the possibility of potential problems.

As future work, we plan to complete the development of alternative XML Schema. After, we will develop a parsing, which enables a more detailed analysis of the coding notation, allowing a more effective scrutiny of possible failures of implementation.

Finally, we propose graphical representation of notational elements that facilitate user understanding of the business process, so that can represent when a gateway is fork or join, using different graphics. This work is focused on enabling the minimization of possible modeling problems.
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